Erumpent Horn

The horn of an Erumpent (an animal resembling a rhino) contains a dangerous fluid that causes whatever it is injected into to explode. Create your own horn by stacking five disks on your head in 60 seconds. Be careful it doesn’t blow up!
Unicorn Tail

Unicorns are highly valued by wizards as one of the world’s most magical creatures. Unicorn hair is often used in wands. Shake your unicorn tail to get all the balls out in 60 seconds.
Wingardium Leviosa

This is a charm used to make things fly or float. Try to keep your balloon up in the air for 60 seconds only using your wand.
Everte Statum

Often used in duels, this incantation causes things or your opponent to fly back several feet. For this game, it will be used to blast (blow) the ping pong ball from one water-filled cup to the next.
Triward Cup Maze

To win the Triwizard Tournament, participants must complete several challenges, including navigating a dangerous maze. For this challenge, you must blow a cotton ball through the maze in 60 seconds.
Fluffy

Fluff is a three-headed, ferocious dog used to protect the Sorcerer’s Stone. Show how scary you can look by picking up the ruler with your mouth and shaking your head to empty both boxes of mints. You cannot turn your head upside down or sideways.
Devil's Snare

This plant has a deadly habit of wrapping around and strangling anything that touches it. Wrap your partner up tight by wrapping an entire roll of toilet paper around your partner’s body in 60 seconds.
Mirror of Erised

This mirror shows the "deepest, most desperate desire of our hearts." Use it to show you the way through a maze of chairs by walking backwards with the mirror to guide you.
Winged Keys

To guard the Sorcerer’s Stone, Professor Flitwick enchanted several keys to fly in a flock. Harry Potter had to find the right one while fending off the attack of the others. Send your own keys flying by using the head of a key to flip 3 other keys into glasses 3 inches away.
Collect the Dragon Eggs

To win the Triwizard Tournament, participants had to complete several challenges, including collecting dragon eggs from an angry momma dragon. Using two wands as chopsticks, pick up the eggs (jelly beans) and collect them into a bowl.